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We have developed a method for determining the response of a static, partially ordered ensemble of 
molecules to various types of electromagnetic probes. In our formalism a physical model is constructued 
for the orientational distribution function, which is represented as a volume integral over a set of 
weighting functions. Procedures are given for obtaining geometrical and statistical parameters from 
analysis of the oriented line shapes and intensities. Explicit treatments of linear dichroism, circular 
dichroism, and magnetic resonance are developed as well as detailed mathematical techniques for 
calculation of the distribution function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spectroscopic experiments are ordinarily performed 
on a macroscopic assemblage of molecules. In many 
cases the species of interest are present in sufficiently 
low density that they can be treated as noninteracting. 
An idealized representation of such a sample is an en
semble of isolated, chemically identical systems. We 
further partition this ensemble into many smaller en
sembles, each of which is homogeneous with respect to 
the magnetic and electronic state of the individual con
stituent systems; the observed response of the sample 
will be a weighted superposition of the response of every 
relevant subensemble. 

In this paper we develop a general method for deter
mining the response of any homogeneous ensemble to 
various types of electromagnetic probes. We can define 
a laboratory coordinate system which is fixed with re
spect to the radiation source; every member of the en
semble will have a particulllr orientation in this refer
ence frame. If the interaction of an individual system 
to the electromagnetic field is anisotropic, the net re
sponse of the ensemble will be a sum over all possible 
orientations, with each term in the sum weighted by the 
probability that a member of the ensemble has that spe
cific orientation. 

The usual way of describing the orientation of an 
anisotropic system in the laboratory frame is by means 
of the Euler angles e, cI>, and '11, i. e., p(ecl>'I1} is the 
probability that a system-fixed coordinate system will 
be related to the laboratory axis system (LAS) by the 
Euler rotation matrix M(ecl>'I1} (see Appendix A). Let us 
represent the response of a system at orientation (ecl>'I1) 
by an intensity function 1(ecl>'I1}; then, the ensemble av
eraged response, T, is given by 

(1) 

This formula is quite general and can be utilized with 
any intensity function 1 and any p(ecl>'I1}. However, 
orientational averaging in the LAS is not always the most 
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convenient or efficient method in practice. It is pos
sible to view the problem in a different manner which 
leads to an alternate formulation of Eq. (1). A great 
many intensity functions depend upon the coordinates of 
a laboratory-fixed vector V in a system-fixed coordinate 
system. We shall deSignate the coordinate framework 
of choice the principal axis system (PAS). For linearly 
polarized radiation, this vector will be the direction of 
polarization P, while for a Circularly polarized field it 
will be the direction of propagation k; two photon prob-
1ems will in general require two vectors, one for inci
dent radiation and one for emitted radiation. The last 
situation will be treated in a separate publication, and 
requires a modification of the formalism presented 
here. For dependence on a single vector in the PAS, 
we can write 

(2) 

where 1(e, cp} is the response of a system in which V has 
coordinates I VI (sine coscp, sine sincp, cose) in the PAS 
and D(e, cp} is a density of states function, the probability 
that V will be speCified by (e, cp) for a randomly chosen 
member of the ensemble. 

In the above method we perform the orientational av
eraging in the PAS rather than the LAS. An obvious ad
vantage is the reduction of Eq. (1) from a triple to a 
double integral and a corresponding simplification of 
the intensity and probability functions. The major dif
ference in our approach, however, arises in the calcu
lation of the density of states D(e, cp}. In a previous pa
perl (Paper I), we derived a procedure for construction 
of D(e, cp} from a physical model by conSidering the sym
metry operations needed to generate the ensemble in the 
LAS. The density of states function obtained in this 
analysis is of the form D(e, cp, a}, where a = (Ai'" An) 

are parameters which determine the weighting of the 
various symmetry angles. 

Specification of D(e, cp} then requires evaluation of a; 
this is accomplished by a curve-fitting procedure. In 
this respect our method is similar to a moment analy
sis; however, the fitting parameters have a physically 
intuitive meaning and are likely to be fewer in number 
than those required by an expansion in an arbitrary set 
of functions. This is particularly true when some of the 
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disorder in the system is due to random fluctuations or 
heterogeneity, e. g., a G:mssian distribution. In such 
cases the moment expansion will be slowly convergent 
and a large number of fitting parameters needed; the 
density of states method may be able to represent this 
distribution with a single parameter. For cases where 
only a few moments survive because of the symmetry 
of the intensity function, the density of states parame
ters provide a means of relating the nonzero moments of 
the distribution to structural features and/or potential 
energy surfaces of the ensemble. 

We present here a comprehensive treatment of the 
density of states approach to the analysis of spectral 
line shapes due to partially ordered ensembles. We 
will consider only ensembles in the static limit in which 
effects of molecular motion are negligible. In Sec. II 
the general theory is developed without reference to a 
specific intensity function. Section III develops the 
mathematical formalism and derives a number of com
pact algorithms for use in actual computations. In Sec. 
IV, several types of spectroscopy are discussed in de
tail; explicit intensity formulas are determined, and 
summaries of the information which can be obtained 
from each experiment are given. In the conclUSion, we 
compare our method with other formulations and sug
gest further applications. 

II. GENERAL THEORY 

A. Calculation of T for a homogeneous, static ensemble 

We consider an ensemble of noninteracting systems 
which differ only in their fixed orientations with respect 
to the LAS. As in Paper I, we define an intermediate 
axis system (lAS) which is related to the PAS by an 
Euler transformation A(Byo) (this should not be confused 
with the Euler rotation described in the introduction, 
which differs for each member of the ensemble and re
lates the PAS to the LAS). The lAS is constructed so 
that its axes lie along the symmetry axes of the ensemble 
elements, which are subject to alignment forces; the 
PAS is the coordinate system in which calculations are 
carried out and is related directly to the quantum me
chanical parameters of the interacting species. In cer
tain cases the intensity calculations are equally conve
nient in any molecule -fixed coordinate system; then, the 
PAS and lAS are chosen to be identical, and 8, y, and 0 
directly fix the molecular moments in the lAS. 

The parameters (3, y, and 0 therefore relate the ten
sor elements of the response functions to the macro
scopic structural features which are responsible for the 
ordering. For example, a molecule may be embedded 
in an ensemble of aligned, anisotropiC particles; analy
sis of the linear dichroism allows determination of the 
orientation of the molecular transition moment with re
spect to the particle symmetry axes. 

Once the relevant axis systems have been defined, the 
spectral intensity I is computed in the following manner; 

(1) D'(e',1>'), the density of states of V in the lAS, is 
determined; 

(2) If necessary, D'(e', 1>') is converted to D(O, 1», 

the density of states in the PAS. This procedure re
quires knowledge of the parameters {3, y, and 6; if un
known, these quantities may be treated as fitting pa
rameters and evaluated in the line shape analysis. Sym
metry considerations may reduce the number of angles 
to one or two, i. e., if the lAS is axially symmetric, 
only two parameters are needed; 

(3) 1(0,1», the intensity when V has orientation (e, 1» 
in the PAS, is computed. If only one molecule-fixed co
ordinate system is used, the intensity 1(0',1>') is evalu
ated in the lAS; the parameters (3, y, and 6 now enter 
directly into the intensity expression and may be deter
mined as before by simulations of T; 

(4) I is calculated from Eq. (2). 

B. Determination of D'(8',1>') 

The derivation of D'(O', 1>') has been carried through 
in detail in Paper I, and explicit prescriptions for par
ticular cases are given in Sec. III. (Note that the first 
sentence of Sec. B in Paper I is misprinted and it should 
state that we set out "to calculate a distribution function 
in the lAS, D'(O',1>'), where e' and 1>' specify the orien
tation of Ho in the lAS, and then construct D(O, 1» for the 
PAS ... ".) In this section we present a brief review of 
the formalism in Paper I. 

The averaged intensity is originally written as 

I = f ... 1 1(a)W(a,~) da , 
at an 

(3) 

where a = (at' •• a,,) are the n symmetry variables used 
in the n rotations [Rt(a t) ••• Rn(an) ] of the lAS about 
laboratory axes to generate the ensemble, W(a,~) is a 
weighting function which gives the probability that an 
lAS will be characterized by a set of symmetry variables 
a, and the ~i' S are parameters of the weighting function. 
A coordinate transformation (a t ••• an) - (e', 1>', 
VI •• 0 vn-z) is performed under the constraint 

I vi (sinO' cos1>', sine' sin1>', cosO') 

(4) 

where V is the relevant electromagnetic vector in the 
LAS, and V' is the vector V in the lAS. From the n
dimensional change of variable theorem 

I= f f 1(e',1>')dO'd1>' f··· f w(e',1>"VI'''Vn_2'~) 
9' /b' Vi Vn ... 2 

x6J(e', 1>', VI'" vn_z)dv, (5) 

where JJ is the Jacobian of the coordinate transforma
tion. By inspection we can set 

X6J(O', 1>', Vt ••• vn- z) dv • (6) 

C. Conversion to the PAS 

The PAS can always be related to the lAS by an Euler 
rotation matrix A(Syo). If we work directly in the lAS, 
the matrix A is the identity, and the geometrical pa-
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rameters are incorporated directly into the intensity 
function. For the case when the PAS is distinct, we 
need to transform D'(e', cp') to D(e, cp). 

In actual numerical calculations it is most convenient 
to perform the integration over the PAS variables e and 
cp. The following sequence of operations is required: 

(1) Generate an orientation (e, cp) of V in the PAS; 

(2) Determine e' and cp' from e and cp via the Euler 
transformation, L e., obtain e'(e, cp) and cp'(e, cp); 

(3) Compute I(e, cp); 

(4) D(e, cp) is obtained from D'(e', cp') as explained 
below. 

(5) The contribution of this orientation to the integral 
is I(e, cp) xD(e, cp). 

We first note that D'(e', cp') can always be written as 
(see Paper I) 

D'(e', cp')=.sine'xh'(e', cp') . (7) 

The Jacobian of the transformation IAS- PAS is sine/ 
sine'; thus, 

D(e, cp) = (sine/sine') sine'h'[e'(e, cp), cp'(e, cp)] 

=sinexh'(e', cp') . (8) 

The angles e' and cp' are obtained from the equation 

v' =.A- I (/3yo)V" . (9) 

Solving for e', cp' yields 

(10) 

(11) 

When D'(e') is axially symmetric [Le., D'(e') is a func
tion only of e'] the transformation simplifies consider
ably. All geometrical information is now determined by 
specifying the projections Px , P y, and P z of the z' axis 
of the lAS on the three PAS axes; e' is given by 

e' = cos-1(px sine coscp + P y sine sincp + pzcose) , 

where P; + P~ + P; = 1. 

III. EVALUATION OF D'(f)',c/>') FROM A MODEL 

A. Introduction 

(12) 

The spectroscopic simulation technique discussed in 
this paper is based on a distribution function D'(e', cp') 
in the lAS which we call the density of states function. 
Paper I outlined the theory of how D'(e', cp') is obtained 
from an arbitrary model; we present here more details 
of how it is obtained in practice. The key step is to de
termine a set of n rotations R I (a 1) ••• Rn(an) that will 
generate the partially ordered ensemble of lAS's. The 
orientation of a given member of the ensemble is spe
cified by a = (a 1 ••• an). The density of states function 
is determined by the weighting function W(a, A) which 
gives the probability that a member of the ensemble has 
orientation a. Because it takes only three angles to 
specify the orientation of the lAS with respect to the 

LAS, one might ask why n would ever be greater than 
three. The answer is that the n rotations are chosen to 
utilize the symmetry properties of the system and allow 
one to write down W(a, A). In contrast, if three rota
tions, such as the Euler rotations, are used, it is not 
possible in general to construct W(a ,A) in a straight
forward fashion. 

B. Density of states for a thin film 

As an example, consider an ensemble of cylindrical 
particles that are oriented by drying in a thin film. The 
LAS (xyz) is defined such that the xz plane is the plane 
of the film with its normal along the y axis. The lAS 
(x'y'z') will be taken with the z' axis along the long axis 
of the cylinder. A reasonable model for this system is 
that the particles tend to align such that the angle be
tween the long axis of the cylinder and the plane of the 
film, a 2, is zero. That is, the probability distribution 
in a 2 is 

(13) 

where E(a 2, A) is a potential energy function with a min
imum at a 2 =.0. The ensemble of lAS's can be generated 
by beginning with the lAS aligned with the LAS and ap
plying the following three rotations: a free rotation of 
a 1 about the z axiS, a rotation of a 2 weighted by Eq. (13) 
about the x axis, and a free rotation of a3 about the y 
axis. The probability that a particular member of the 
ensemble has orientation a = (ai' a 2, a 3) is given by 
Eq. (13). 

Let V' be the field direction in the lAS; then the proba
bility that the V' has spherical angles e' and cp' in the 
lAS is given by the density of states function D'(e', cp'). 
In Paper I, we showed that the Jacobian in Eq. (6) is 
sine' /[ I c}Vz(a )/aa n) 1 Vl.V2 .... ,vn_2. 9' J. Therefore, Eq. (6) 
reduces to 

D'(e', cp') = Sine' 
N 

x f ... f W[a(cp', Vb"" Vn _2, e')]dv 
VI vn-2 1 aVz(a)/aa n IV1.V2 ..... Vn_2.8' ' 

where N is a normalization constant, 

a 1 = - rp' +fl(Vj, V2' ••• , Vn_2, e') , 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

1 avz(a)/aan 1 v1 ..... vn_2.9• is the indicated partial deriva
tive with a 2 000 an replaced by the transformed variables 
in Eqs. (16)-(18), ft(Vj, ••• , vn_2, e') andf2(vj, ... , Vn_2, e') 
are determined from the constraints in Eq. (4), and dv 
includes all of the necessary volume elements. To il
lustrate, we will consider a polarized absorption ex
periment on dried films done with V in the LAS equal to 
(cosl{!, sinl{!, 0). Application of Eq. (14) yields (see Ap
pendix B) 
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TABLE I. The functional forms of O!\(e'. <1>', Xi), 0!2(O', Xi)' and 0!3(O', "I) in Eq. (26). The normalizetion 
constant in Eq. (26) is chosen such that ro/ 2 d<l>' J~/2 dO ' D~[O " <1>', W] = 1; Q is chosen to insure convergence 
of the numerical integration formula (Q = 25 is usually sufficient). 

RS v 0!2(O ',x) 0!3(tJ ',x) O! I(e " <t>' ,x) 

cos-I [sine ',J(1-x)/2] COSO ') a - <1>' + cos-It I coto 2 cotO ' I ) zyz 1 ljI±cos·1 -.--
SlllO! 2 

zyz 2 COS-I (x cos1/; sinO' + sinljl cosO') -I (cose' - sin1/- cosO! z) b 
cos cos</! sina 2 - <1>' + sin-I 

zyz 3 COS-I (x cosljl sinO' + sinljl cosb ') sin-I (COSb ' - s~n</! COS0!2 ) b 

cos</! sm0!2 
- <1> '.+ sin-I (I cos~ cosO!~ I) 

sme' 

zxy 1 sin-I (x cos1/- sinb ' - sin1/; cose ') sin-I (COSb '+ sinljl sinO!z ) c 

cos1/; cosO!z 
-<I>'+sin-I (I co~</! cosO! 3 1 ) 

sm6' 

zxy 2 sin-I [sine' ,J(l+x)/2] ±1/-+sin-1 --(COSb'r 
cosoz 

- <1>' + sin-I (I tana 2 cote' I ) 

z,<y 3 sin-I (x sine' sinljl- cos</! cose ') -I (COSb' + cosljl Sin(2) c 
cos sin</! COSQ2 -<1>'+sin-1 (I s~~s~n(31) 

aBoth the +and - froms of Q3(e' .x) must be included in the sum in Eq. (26). 

~hese formulas are inconvienent when the denominators are zero; instead use D~~:/2 [e " <1>' • wl =D~~!/2[O', <1>', wl 
= (sine' /N)J~/2 W(QI' Q2.0!3) d0!3' where QI = <1>' and Q2 =1:1'. 

"These formulas are inconvenient when the denominators are zero; instead use Df~/2 [&' • <1>'. wl =D~~[e '. <1>'. wJ 
= (sinO' /N) J~/2 w(QI. Q2' 0!3) d0!3' where O!I = 1T/2 - <1>'. and Q2 = e' - 1T/2. 

sine' fS--
D'(e') == -- COSVIWDF(VI1 .1){[sinvl + sinCe + 1/J)] 

N -S-o 

x [sinCe -1/J) - sinvI]}-1I2 dVI • (19) 

Note that D'(e') is axially symmetric. In fact. any den
sity of states derived from a rotation scheme where the 
first rotation is unrestricted will be axially symmetric. 
The reason is that the only occurrence of cp' in Eqs. 
(14) -(18) is in the equation for a I, and if the first rota
tion is unrestricted [i. e., W(a,.1) independent of ad, 
D'(e') will be independent of cp'. 

C. Three-rotation density of states: evaluation by 
Chebyshev quadratures 

The integral in Eq. (19) must be evaluated numeri
cally, a task which is complicated by the fact that the 
integrand has singularities at the endpoints. All density 
of states calculations that we have attempted have simi
lar singularities, but the problem can be circumvented. 
By making the substitution 

VI(X) == sin-I(x sine cos1/J - sin1/J cose) , 

Eq. (19) can be transformed to 

. e' fl 
D'(e') == sm wDAvI(X), .1](1 _x2r l/2dx . 

N -I 

(20) 

(21) 

The function (1 - x2r l/ 2 is the kernel for Chebyshev 
quadrature, and therefore Eq. (21) is trivial to evaluate 
by numerical techniques. The result to Qth order quad
rature is 

(22) 

where 

(
2i-I7r) 

xi=cos -Q-2" . (23) 

The dried film model is an example of a zxy rotation 
scheme. If one picks the z axis as the axis of the first 
rotation, the only possible three-rotation schemes are 
zxy, zyx, zyz, zxz. Furthermore, zxy and zyz are re
lated to zyx and zxz by a simple exchange of x and y, 
which means that the only two unique three-rotation 
schemes are zxy and zyz. We will now consider all pos
sible three-rotation density of states, but first it is con
venient to introduce a general notation for density of 
states functions. The notation is 

RS[e' , ] DV,/b ,¢ ,w , (24) 

where RS is the rotation scheme (e.g., zyz, zxy, zxyz, 
etc.), v is the type of V field vector [v= 1 for V = (cos1/J, 
simp, 0), v=2forV=(cos1/J, 0, sin1/J) , and v=3 for V 
= (0, cos1/J, sin1/J)], 1/J is the angle of the V field vector, and 
w is the weighting function. Note that D~.s.[ e', cp', w] is a 
function of the weighting function wand is therefore a 
functional. We denote this functional quality with square 
brackets. As an example, the density of states for dried 
films in Eq. (22) is denoted by 

D'(e')=Di:~[e',wDF] . (25) 

We find that all three rotation density of states can be 
reduced to Chebyshev quadrature integrals. Analogous 
to Eq. (22), we write in the new notation 

D~.s.[e', ¢', WDFJ 

1 Q • 

= -Lw{aj(e', CP',Xi), a 2(e', XI), a 3(e', Xi)}, (26) 
N /.1 

where Xi is given by Eq. (23) and N is a normalization 
constant. In Table I we quote the functional form of 
al(e', ¢', Xi), a 2(e', XI), and a 3(e', Xi) for RS equal to zyz 
and zxy, and v equal to 1, 2, and 3. 

D. Four-rotation density of states 

Next we proceed to the density of states for models 
that require four rotations. In general, these are much 
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more difficult, and we will treat only axially symmetric 
D'(e', A); i. e., the cases when W(a, A) is independent of 
Ci l' As will be explained later, it is straightforward to 
extend our results to cases that lack axial symmetry. 
We also make the simplifying assumption that the 
weighting function can be factored to 

(27) 

This assumption is not crucial, but it is adequate for the 
density of states that we have been concerned with; fur
thermore, it leads to a simplification of the formulas. 

Let us consider an example: we will calculate 
Di:~~[e', <p', WtW2)' Application of Eq. (14) yields (see 
Appendix C) 

DZ:<Yl<[e ' w w J I." • I 2 

X{[sinvi + sinCe I + 1/! - V2) J[sin(e I -1/! + V2) - sinvd}-1/2dvt • 

(28) 

The vI integral together with the sine I is identical to 
Eq. (19), except that 1/! in Eq. (19) is replaced by 1/! - V2' 

there is no normalization constant, and w DF is replaced 
by W2' Because the normalization constant in Eq. (19) 
is independent of 1/!, we can write 

Dl:~"(e', WIW2]= ~" £2' dV2Wj(V2)Di:~_V2[e', W2] • (29) 

We now utilize the symmetry properties of Wj(V2) and 
Di:~[e',W2) to simplify Eq. (29). Because partial order 
is induced by some force the sign of whose direction is 

TABLE II. Functional form of many density of states for en
sembles generated by four rotations. The normalization con
stant is chosen such that g/2 de' ro12 del>' D~ [e " eI>', W] = 1: 
wI and w2 are the weighting functions for the last rotation and 
the second and third rotations, respectively (see text): the 
three-rotation density of states can be evaluated by use of Eq. 
(26) and Table 1. 

RS v ~a D~[8',</>',w] 

zyzy rr/2 D~~/2 [8', </>', W2] 

zyzy 2 All fr ~ ,/2 D~~ [8', </>', W2][Wt{J.t - ~l +wt(rr -I' - </>l]d!' 

zyzy 3 0 D~!/2 [8', </>' ,W2] 

zyzx 0 D~~ [8' , </>' , W2] 

zyzx 2 0 D~~ [8', cp' ,w21 

zy~x 3 All 
1 ,12 
fife D;;" [8', </>',w2J{Wl(!'-I/>J+Wl(rr-!'-I/>lJd!' 

zxyx 0 Df~~ [8 ' , </>' , W2] 

zxyx 2 0 Df~~ [8 ' , </>' , W2] 

zxyx 3 All 1 f'/2 No Df,l'.[8',</>',w2][Wl(!'->J;J+Wl(rr-!'->J;I]d!' 

zxyz All ~fo'/2 De [8',</>',W2][Wl(!'-",I+w1(rr-!'-",I]d!' 

zxyz 2 rr/2 D~~/2 [8',¢',w21 

zxyz 3 rr/2 D~/2 [8', </>' ,w,] 

'These are the values of l/! for which the formula is valid. 

arbitr3ry, WI(V2) is periodiC with period 1T and symmet
ric about 1T/2; i. e. , 

wI(V2) = WI(V2 + 1T) , 

Wj(V 2) = Wj(1T - V2) • 
(30) 

For weighting functions possessing these symmetry 
properties, the density of states has similar symmetry 
properties with respect to 1/!; i. e. , 

(31) 

Finally, using Eqs. (31) and (30), Eq. (29) reduces to 

(32) 

Equation (32) may not appear simpler than Eq. (29), but 
the extent of integration is decreased from the interval 
o to 21T to the interval 0 to 1T/2. When numerical inte
gration techniques are used this reduction will save 
computer time. 

In Table II, we present many four-rotation density of 
states functions. Five characteristics of these functions 
are as follows: (1) If the field has no component along 
the axis of the last rotation, the denSity of states can 
always be written as an integral over a three-rotation 
density of states analogous to Eq. (32); (2) If the field 
is along the axis of the last rotation, the last rotation is 
superfluous and the density of states is identical to the 
density of states function for the first three rotations; 
(3) If the field has a nonzero component along the axis 
of the last rotation and a nonzero component along an
other axis, evaluation of the density of states becomes 
very complicated. We do not consider this case; (4) 
These formulas are formally valid for non-axially-sym
metric systems, except that new functional forms for 
Ci l in Table I must be used. These functional forms 
(which we have not evaluated) can be found from the con
straints in Eq. (4); (5) When only the seco~d rotation is 
weighted, the v2 integral can be rewritten as a complete 
elliptical integral. When computer time is limited, this 
approach can save computer time. 

IV. EXPLICIT CALCULATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC 
PROPERTIES 

A. linear dichroism 

The simplest technique that we shall discuss is linear 
dichroism (LD). The probability that a molecular tran
sition will be excited by a linearly polarized field E is 
given by 

(33) 

where J1 is the transition dipole moment and E the angle 
between J1 and E. We define an lAS for the absorbing 
species in accordance with the criteria of Secs. II and 
III. Here no PAS is needed because the response tensor 
of the system is diagonal in any coordinate system, i. e. , 
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We therefore wo.rk directly in the lAS, dropping the 
prime on D(e, ¢), e, and ¢. Writing 

(34) 

EIAS = (sine cos ¢ sine sin¢ cose) (35) 

and 

J1.IAS = (fl,- fly flz) , 

we obtain 

ILD(e,¢)=(f.L,-sinecos¢+f.Lysinesin¢+f.Lzcose)2. (36) 

The dichroic ratio R is defined as the ratio of absorbance 
when E is perpendicular or parallel to a particular lab
oratory-fixed direction (usually the alignment direc
tion); then, in the density of states formalism, 

R=IfILD(e, ¢)xD,,(e, ¢)ded¢ 

x(ffILD(e, ¢) xD1(e, ¢)ded¢ r ' (37) 

where DIt(e, ¢) is the density of states function in the 
lAS with E parallel to ZLAS' and D1(e, ¢) is the density of 
states with E perpendicular to ZLAS' Both DJJe, ¢) and 
D,,(e, ¢) depend upon the same set of parameters which 
characterize the weighting function W. 

One can simplify this formula considerably for cases 
where D has axial symmetry. A detailed analysis of 
this and other results along with a set of calculations on 
various experimental systems are presented in a sepa
rate paper. 2 We note here that the variables in a linear 
dichroism calculation are 

(1) the parameters 6.i of the density of states; 

(2) the projections fl,n /J.y, and /J.z of the transition 
dipole moment on the x, y, and z axes of the lAS. 

Only two of these are independent, since /J.~ + f.L; + f.L; 
= I J..l1 2, the dipole strength. For an axially symmetric 
lAS, /J.r and f.L y are equivalent, and only /J.z can be deter
mined unambiguously. 

B. Circular dichroism 

The circular dichroism (CD) of an ensemble is the 
difference in absorption of left and right circularly po
larized light. To simplify the formalism we consider 
an ensemble of identical, noninteracting molecules with 
a single allowed electronic transition to excited state i; 
the transition moment is /J.OI, and the wave functions of 
the ground and excited states are lJio and lJi i , respectively. 

Circular dichroism is measured as a function of wave-. 
length across the molecular absorption envelope. To 
first order, the CD line shape for a single transition 
will follow that of the absorption band; the response of 
the ensemble can therefore be characterized by a single 
parameter, the ensemble averaged rotational strength 
Ii. Experimentally, we obtain Ii from the equation 

Ii = r3(2 3 0 3)llc/161T2N] f~ (t:..df3A)dA , 
o 

(38) 

where 6.E is the differential extinction coeffiCient, E L 

-E R, for left and right Circularly polarized light, re
spectively, and f3 = [(3/7)2) + 2] is the refractive index 
correction. 

The rotational strength due to an individual molecule 
will depend upon the orientation of the direction of 
propagation s of the circularly polarized electromagnetic 
field in a molecule-fixed coordinate system. Tinoco has 
shown3 that for light propagating along the Z direction, 
the rotational strength is given by 

R z = (3e/2mc) Im[J..lyoi (rZPr)i 0 - f.LxOi(rzPY)iO] , 

where 

and 

(39) 

rk and Pi are the kth component of the position operator 
and jth component of the momentum operator, respec
tively, for the electron promoted in the 0- i transition. 

x and yare directions normal to z and to each other; 
note that R z is independent of the precise choices of x 
and y, because the circular polarization of E renders 
directions normal to z equivalent. 

We can write a general expression for R in tensor 
form, using dyadic notation, as 

Rz=z' R· Z 

where 

R = HILoi x (pr)iO - (rp)iO x J1.0i] • 

(40) 

We define j, k, and I as an arbitrary molecule-fixed 
coordinate system; z is expressed in this coordinate 
system as 

z=(aJ+akk+a,l). (41) 

Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (40) and evaluating the ele
ments of R in the j, k, 1 coordinate system, we obtain 

(42) 

We can eliminate the cross terms in Eq. (42) by find
ing a coordinate system in which R is diagonal. Because 
R is a symmetriC tensor (R~I :=R Ik), this is always pos
sible; then 

(43) 

The x, y, z coordinate system then becomes the PAS. 
Writing the unit propagation vector in the PAS as 

S := (sine cos ¢ sine sin¢ cose) , 

we obtain 

(44) 
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Rs = 5' R • 5 

= R"" sin2e cos2 rp + Ryy sin2e sin2 rp + R .... cos2e , 

and thus 

R= ffD(e, rp)xRsdedrp 

(45) 

In the general case D(e, rp) is determined from D'(e', 
rp') as in Sec. II; the angles (3, y, and 6 relate the axes 
which diagonalize the rotational strength tensor to the 
symmetry axes of the macroscopic chromophore-con
taining system. When D'(e') is axially symmetric, it is 
possible to eliminate the rp' integral by working directly 
in the lAS. In this coordinate system R' is not diagonal, 
so all the terms in Eq. (42) must be retained. Setting 

5' = (sine' cos rp' sine' sinrp' cose') 

in the lAS we obtain 

R~=5'·R'·5', 

R= ffR~'(e')de'drp' 

= JD'(e')de'Jdrp' L: L: R~ma"am' 
n=x,)I,1: m=x,y,z 

where 

a,,=sine'cosrp' , 

ay=sine'sinrp' , 

a .. =cose' , 

and the R~m are the elements of R in the lAS. 

Evaluation of the rp' integral yields 

f
'/2 

R=R;.. D'(e')cos2e'de' 
o 

(,/2 
+~(R~,,+R;Y»)n D'(e')sin2e'de'. 

o 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

Note that the diagonal elements here are not identical 
to those in the PAS. It is simply the case that, for an 
ensemble of axially symmetric lAS's, one can determine 
only a rotational strength perpendicular [~(R;" + R;y)] and 
parallel (R;z) to the symmetry axis. Relating these 
quantities to the molecular rotation tensor principal 
components requires knowledge of the transformation 
whic h links the PAS to the lAS. 

We summarize below the complete set of parameters 
which characterize the partially ordered ensemble of 
optically active chromophores: 

(1) The Ll.1's which determine D'(e', rp'); 

(2) The angles {3, y, 6, which relate the lAS to the 
CD tensor; 

(3) The principal components R"", Ryy, and R .... of the 
rotational strength tensor. 

An interesting application of partially ordered CD 

would be to investigate aggregated chromophores, such 
as dimers. Here the principal components can be re
lated to the geometry of the aggregate in straightforward 
fashion if the rotational strength is due primarily to 
electric dipole interactions between the constituent mole
cules. A set of equations for the relative monomer 
orientations would be obtained which are different from 
those for isotropic CD. 

C. Magnetic resonance 

Paper I was explicitly concerned with analysis of 
magnetic resonance line shapes and presented a specific 
application of the theory to one such problem. Here we 
adopt a more general viewpoint, plaCing the magnetic 
resonance calculations in a wider context by contrasting 
them with those needed for other spectroscopic methods. 
We also extend the discussion to systems where the spin 
functions are not quantized along the direction of the 
Zeeman field Ho (i. e., where the high field approxima
tion is not valid). 

From a mathematical point of view the magnetic res
onance experiment is unique because of the laboratory
fixed Ho field; the orientation dependence is introduced 
directly into the Hamiltonian via the Zeeman interac
tion. This is in contrast with the optical experiments 
(CD and LD) or scattering in which the oscillator 
strength and/or the direction of polarization is orienta
tion independent. 

One consequence of this is that it is impossible to 
choose a PAS in which the linear response tensor is 
diagonal for all orientations. The PAS is therefore se
lected to facilitate diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. 
Suppose we have a magnetic system characterized by a 
Hamiltonian (excluding the Zeeman interaction) JC.. We 
choose a convenient coordinate system (PAS) and baSis 
set defined in this coordinate system and write 3Cs in 
matrix form; 

(51) 

where 3Cll = (rp; 13C.1 rpJ) and {rpih=t,k is a set of k basis 
functions which span the spin space. The Zeeman field 
is now expressed in the PAS as 

Ho = I H I (sine cos rp sine sinrp cose) , (52) 

and an interaction matrix i is defined with elements 

(53) 

where gl is the g tensor for electron I in the PAS, SI 
the spin operator for electron I, and {3 the Bohr magne
ton. The total spin Hamiltonian is then found to be 

(54) 

Then JCm is diagonalized, energies Et ... Ek and eigen
functions zJ!t ... zJ!k are obtained and oscillator strengths 
OIJ for the k(k -1)/2 transitions of energy UIJ = lEI - E J I 
are computed via the relation 
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(55) 

where x is a direction normal to Ho, and all directions 
in the plane are equivalent with respect to the rotating 
HI field. 

The intensity 1(0, cp) at Ho is then 

1(0, cp, Ho)= L LOl;fi;Wl ; -Ho) , (56) 
I }<I 

where fl j is the broadening function for the individual 
ijth transition {e. g., fl j = exp[ - (Ul j - Ho)2/A 2] for a 
Gaussian line of half-width A}. 

The averaged intensity I(Ho) is computed for each Ho 
in the usual manner; D(O, cp) is determined as in Sees. 
II and III, and A(SyO) relates the lAS to the coordinate 
system in which:fe. is expressed (PAS). 

The above procedure is valid for all field strengths 
and magnetic Hamiltonians and entails no serious ap
proximations. The diagonalization of:fem can be carried 
out numerically, although perturbative solutions can be 
sought if desired. In the high field limit the oscillator 
strengths Ol} assume a simple form with a suitable 
choice of basis (i. e., I::.ms = ± 1), and this aspect of the 
calculation can be made trivial. 

A major advantage of the magnetic resonance tech
nique for analysis of partially ordered systems is that 
the entire line shape as a function of H 0 can be used as 
data to be fitted. Whereas a linear dichroism experi
ment yields only a single number, the dichroic ratio, 
the magnetic resonance experiment provides a set of 
amplitudes Ii (Itr), where i runs over all field positions 
necessary to characterize the spectrum. The exact 
number of independent points will depend upon the nature 
of the magnetic Hamiltonian. For a molecular triplet, 
for example, the intensities of the four canonical peaks 
Z, X, Yj, and Y z will specify the entire line shape. 

V. CONCLUSION 

There are three classes of parameters which can be 
determined from the study of partially ordered ensem
bles by spectroscopic methods: 

(1) Parameters which describe the macroscopic or
dering of the ensemble. In the density of states ap
proach, this information is embodied in the form of the 
weighting functions Wi and the values of the components 
of 1::.. 

(2) Parameters relating the symmetry axes of the 
macroscopically ordered system to the quantum me
chanically determined axes of the interacting molecular 
species. These are represented by the three Euler 
angles, Syo, which transform the PAS to the lAS or, 
for the case of axial symmetry, by the projections Px , 

P y, and p. (two of which are independent) of the z' axis 
of the lAS on the PAS x, y, and z axes. 

(3) Fundamental molecular interaction parameters, 
e. g., elements of the polarizability tensor, matrix ele
ments of the spin Hamiltonian, etc. 

In any simulation procedure one begins with a set of 

N experimental values El ••• En and varies M parame
ters PI' •• Pm until an adequate fit is obtained. The ac
curacy to which the parameters can be specified is de
pendent in a complex way upon the ratio N/M and the 
details of the calculations. Examples can be found in 
Refs. 1 and 2, in which regions of solution are delineated 
for EPR and LD experiments. 

If certain parameters can be determined independent
ly, it will be possible to evaluate the remainder with 
more precision. For example, one might work with an 
ensemble of known geometry [i. e., parameters in 
classes (1) and (2) are well characterized] to evaluate 
elements of the optical rotation tensor. Conversely, 
the details of molecular quantum mechanics may be 
amenable to theoretical calculation, in which case geo
metrical information can be extracted more accurately. 

One way of increasing the ratio of experimental data 
to unknown parameters is to perform more than one 
spectroscopic experiment on the same sample. Then, 
the I::. parameters will be identical for both experiments, 
and the overall N/M ratio will increase. A speCial case 
of this strategy is to determine I::. with one experiment 
in which N/M is favorable and then use these results in 
evaluating other parameters in a second experiment. 
This has been done in Ref. 2 (LD) USing the tJ. calculated 
in an EPR experiment. 1 

We now turn to an assessment of the value of the den
sity of states approach. It is clear that parameters of 
class (2) and (3) should enter into any calculation in the 
same manner. We have in this paper clarified the place 
of these quantities in the theory and avoided the neces
sity of approximations (e. g., direct diagonalization of 
the magnetic resonance Hamiltonian), but this could in 
principle be done for an approach like that of moment 
expansions. The significant difference between formula
tions must therefore lie in the description of the macro
scopic ordering of the ensemble. 

The construction of the density of states function re
quires formulation of a physical model for the ordering 
of the constituent systems of the ensemble. If such a 
model cannot be hypothesized because of lack of insight 
into the ordering process, our approach cannot be used. 
In this case an analysiS of the distribution function via 
an expansion in Wigner rotation matrix elements 
D!..(O<I)\Ir)4,5 is the best one can do, and provides all 
available information. 

It is questionable, however, whether such an analysis 
would be worth pursuing. The information obtained is of 
limited value if the basic organization of the ensemble 
is not understood. If a model can be constructed, the 
density of states approach possesses formal mathemati
cal advantages and facilitates greater physical insight. 

We first consider the cases where only the second mo
ment of the distribution function survives, i. e., the in
tegral of the intensity function is nonzero only when con
voluted with the 1 = 2 terms in the Wigner expansion; both 
CD and LD fall into this category. It would seem that a 
moment expansion, focusing on the small number of 
contributing elements, would be preferable here. 
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A closer analysis, however, reveals the following 
benefits from adopting the density of states formalism: 

(1) The fl. parameters have greater physical meaning 
than the coefficients of the Wigner expansion. In fact, 
one could interpret the moments P Imn in terms of the fl.; 

by an equation 

where F(8<1>w, fl.) is a distribution function which could 
be derived from D(e, cf» by converting from the PAS to 
the LAS. Each fl.! is related to SOme structural or en
ergetic feature of the ensemble and, as such, is a quan
tity of interest; the moment P 1mn is a mathematical pro
jection of the intensity function on the distribution func
tion P(8<1>W) and has no intrinsic utility. 

(2) It may be possible to place limits on fl. from phys
ical considerations and so restrict the second moment. 
These limits could not be placed directly on the P lmn be
cause there would be no justification for this procedure. 
If parameters of class (2) or (3) need to be determined, 
restriction of the distribution function to a narrower 
range may be extremely helpful. 

(3) In situations lacking axial symmetry, a number of 
moments (i. e., 1 = 2, m = 0, ± 1) have nonzero projection 
on the intensity; in such cases there may be fewer fl.! 

than moment fitting parameters. The density of states 
formalism is then able to eliminate nonphysical configu
rations of moments from considerations. If the reverse 
is true (more fl.; than moments) only computer time is 
sacrificed, because the correct moments are prOjected 
out of D(e, cf» by the intensity function. 

In the magnetic resonance experiment, all moments 
may contribute to the observed line shape. Here the 
convergence problems of the moment expansion are 
serious and are usually treated by applying perturbation 
methods to diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonian to re
strict the numb~r of moments. Our approach obviates 
this difficulty directly and, if anything, is more efficient 
in computer time. No decisions need to be made vis
a-vis approximating solutions to the magnetic Hamilto
nian or truncating the series expansion for the distribu-

APPENDIX B: DENSITY OF STATES FOR THIN FILMS 

tion function; confidence in the data analysiS is corre
spondingly greater. Insofar as the original model for 
the ensemble is valid, the theory delineates the ranges 
of values of the parameters as accurately as is possible 
in principle; insofar as the model is deficient, the in
formation obtained in any analysis would be of limited 
utility. 

Finally, we believe that the general approach outlined 
here facilitates interpretation of subtle and complex 
changes in observed spectroscopic properties upon 
orientation. A systematic application of the suggested 
techniques will result in an extraction of all meaningful 
data and an appreCiation of the range of parameter val
ues consistent with experiment. Furthermore, because 
a working geometrical representation has been devel
oped, the angles, distances, and matrix elements ob
tained can be placed in the appropriate context. 
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APPENDIX A: EULER ROTATION MATRICES 

We follow the convention used in Arfken,6 p. 179, and 
define an Euler rotation matrix M as 

M(8<1>w) =R.(8)R y(<I»R.(w) , 
where 

(

COS8 sin8 

R.(8) = - sin8 cos8 

o 0 

-s~n<l» 

cos<l> 

and R.(w) is isomorphic to R.(8). 

(AI) 

(A2) 

When physically different Euler rotations are dis
cussed, different matrices and angles are utilized. 

The three rotations that generate the ensemble'of lAS's in a thin film are as follows: a free rotation of a1 about 
the z axis, a rotation of a 2 weighted by Eq. (13) about the x axis, and a free rotation of a3 about the y axis. In 
terms of a1> a 2, and a 3, the field direction in the lAS, V'(a), is 

v' (.) ~ R .(o,)R.(o ,)R,(' ,) (::: ) 

The z component of V'(a) is 

V~(a) = I vi cose' = I vi (cosljJcosa 2 sina 3 - sinljJ sina 2) • 

Following Eqs. (15)-(18), we choose the change of variables 

. _1(cose' + sinljJsinVt) a 3 =sln . 
cosljJCOSVt 
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Evaluation of aV;(a)/aa 3 and substitution into Eq. (14) results in 

D'(e') = s~e' !(coSVt)WDF(Vt, A)(cos 21)1coS2Vt _ cos2e' _ 2 cose' sin1)l sinVt - sin21)1 sin2vt)"t/2 dVt , (B4) 

where COSVtdvt = dv is the necessary volume element for a zxy rotation scheme. Expansion of the denominator and 
integration where the integrand is real yields Eq. (19) in the text, 

D'(e')= sine' !O-. (coSVt)WDF(Vj,A)dVt ( ) 
N -0' -dJ ~ sinvt + sin(e' + 1)1) ][sin(e' -1)1) _ sinvdp/2 . 19 

APPENDIX C: A FOUR ROTATION DENSITY OF STATES 

For an ensemble of IAS's generated by a zxyz rotation scheme, the field direction in the IAS, V'(a) is given by 

v' (.) = R,(. ,)RJ. ,)R,( a ,)R,(. ,) (;0 ' 
The z component of V'(a) is 

(C1) 

v;(a) = I vi cose' = I vi [cos1)l(cosa 2sina 3 cosa 4 +sina 2 sin(4) + sin1)l(cos a 2 sin0l 3 sin0l4 -sin0l2cos0l4)] . (C2) 

Following Eqs. (15)-(18), we choose the change of variables 

. _t(cose' +sinvtsin(1)I -V2») 
0I 3 =sm ()' COSVt cos 1)1 - V2 

(C3) 

Now 

a V;(a)jaa 3 = COSVt COSOI 3 cos(1)I - V2) • (C4) 

Using the 01 3 equation in Eq. (C3) and substituting into Eq. (14) results in 

D'(e') = sine' f f cOSVtWt(V2)W2(Vt0l3)[COS2Vt cos2(1)1 - V2) 
N "t V2 

- cos2e' - 2 cose' sinVt sin(1)I - V2) - sin2Vt sin2(1)1 - V2)]-t/2dVtdV2 , (C5) 

where cosvtdvtdv2 == dv is the necessary volume element for a zxyz rotation scheme. Expansion of the denominator 
and integration where the integrand is real yields Eq. (28), 
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